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SECTION B

Rounding up nicknames for Apple’s circular vision
Steve Jobs’ plan for a new
circular Apple headquarters in
Cupertino would seem to have it
all — a striking design, heed for
the environment, a plan for its own
energy.
The new 12,000-employee
building, designed by the eminent
English architect Norman Foster,
lacks only one significant element
— a nickname.
I’m not talking about something
dull like “Apple World Headquarters.” You can bet the Apple people
will post something self-congratulatory over the entrance.
Nope, I’m talking about something the rest of us can call the
circle in Cupertino. It needs to be
short, punchy and witty, a moniker

SCOTT HERHOLD
COLUMNIST

that hits home.
So, as one of
this column’s
occasional endeavors at public
service — very
occasional, I
might add — I’m
sponsoring a
contest to name

the building.
I have one proposal myself. And
we’ll get to the rules of the contest
in a second. Meanwhile, let me
explain why the right nickname
matters.
The Apple circle — or spaceship
— has a chance to be the signature
building of the valley, a destination
that could prompt a miniboom in

tourism.
(You can argue that Apple
is first and foremost a design
company: True, it has cool technology. But what sets it apart is the
elegance and ease of use of its Jobsvetted products.)

Stylish boast

In a place where corporate
campuses hug the ground in an
unpretentious embrace, the ring is
instantly memorable, a huge and
stylish boast in glass and mortar
and curves.
The circle would sit on a prominent 150 acres that Apple bought
from Hewlett-Packard near Wolfe
See HERHOLD, Page 5

CITY OF CUPERTINO

Apple’s proposed headquarters in Cupertino would likely be striking,
inspiring and circular, but there’s no getting around that it would
need a nickname to cement its standing. That’s where you come in.
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ACUPUNCTURE AND FERTILITY

Women brave the needles
in hopes of having children

Panel
alarmed
by fire
system
Sending department to calls that
are 70 percent medical is a waste
of money, civil grand jury finds
By John Woolfolk

jwoolfolk@mercurynews.com

LIPO CHING/STAFF PHOTOS

Acupuncturist Shasta Tierra checks the tongue of Tina Allen Gallo, 41, who is receiving treatments to increase
her fertility at Way of Wellness in San Jose on Wednesday. Gallo says the treatments help her relax.

Although many female patients have used acupuncture to help ensure successful
births, scientists still aren’t sure how the procedure works, or if it is even effective
By Sandeep Ravindran

sravindran@mercurynews.com

Tina Allen Gallo lay on a couch in the
dimly lit, sweetly scented room, soft music playing in the background, so relaxed
that it was easy to overlook the many tiny
needles sticking out of her head and abdomen.
Gallo has learned to ignore the needles
as she braves acupuncture treatment to
help her have a child.
“I’m deathly scared of needles,” she
said. “The first time, I felt like a pincushion. But if I can’t handle this, how am I
gonna deal with childbirth?”
Gallo is one of many Bay Area women

turning to acupuncture as a treatment
for infertility. Acupuncture has become
increasingly accepted by the medical establishment as a treatment to reduce pain
and stress, and there have been multiple
studies on its effects on infertility in the
past decade. But even as many patients
use acupuncture to successfully help them
have children, scientists still are unsure
how it works, or if it’s effective.
Acupuncture involves placing very thin
needles at specific points on the body. It
doesn’t hurt, said Gallo, “although you
sometimes feel a pinch, like a pinprick.”
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Teacher accused of molesting boy
By Mark Gomez and Mike Rosenberg
Mercury News

Saying she was “deeply embarrassed,” the San Jose middle school
teacher accused of molesting a student will cite an unknown “medical
condition” in her defense, her attorney said Wednesday.
Colette Phelps, a 28-year-old Los
Gatos resident, did not enter a plea
Wednesday when she appeared in
Santa Clara County Superior Court
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Priscila Ochoa sits with a Rocketship foam
finger at a Ravenswood Board of Education
meeting Thursday. Rocketship Education has
applied to open a charter school in the city.

SAN JOSE PRIVATE SCHOOL

for the first time. She faces two
felony counts of lewd and lascivious
acts with a child aged 14 or 15, which
carry a maximum prison sentence of
three years and eight months, along
with mandatory registration as a sex
offender.
Although authorities are releasing few details on the case to protect the student’s identity, they
say Phelps sexually abused a 14- or
15-year-old boy who was attending
the private Stratford School in San
Jose. Phelps has worked as a middle
school teacher at the school for the
past five years but was fired after the
arrest.
Prosecutors charged Phelps with

See REPORT, Page 6

See FERTILITY, Page 5

“I’m deathly scared of needles. The first time, I felt like a pincushion. But if I
can’t handle this, how am I gonna deal with childbirth?” — Tina Allen Gallo

Woman faces two felony
counts, says incident was
due to ‘medical condition’

A Santa Clara County civil grand jury on
Wednesday called for a wholesale rethinking of
fire departments and emergency responses, arguing that sending firefighters to what are now
mostly medical calls is outdated and wasteful.
A report by the watchdog panel found that
70 percent of fire department calls are medical emergencies, and just 4 percent are fire-related. But even so, firefighters respond as if they
are heading to a fire, sending a crew of three or
more on a truck or engine costing an average of
$500,000 — five times the cost of an ambulance.
Typically only one of the three arriving firefighters has medical training, the report said. That
creates a “mismatch between service needed and
service provided,” with fire departments deploying “personnel who are overtrained to meet the
need” — that is, paramedics also trained as fire-

two counts, indicating the abuse may
have occurred more than once.
Phelps only spoke when asked
questions during the brief hearing,
and she declined to comment afterward.
Outside the courtroom, Steven
Clark, her attorney, said Phelps is
“deeply embarrassed to be in this
situation,” but he declined to say
more, citing the privacy issues of
those involved.
“Ms. Phelps has had significant
personal and medical conditions in
her life,” that he will discuss with
the District Attorney’s Office, Clark
See TEACHER, Page 6

Parents: Give us
‘more options’
Residents unite in the pursuit of
charter schools in effort to eliminate
schools’ achievement gap by 2020
By Sharon Noguchi

snoguchi@mercurynews.com

SAN JOSE POLICE
DEPARTMENT

Colette
Phelps will
enter a plea
July 8. She
faces three
years and
eight months
in prison.

In an emotional public hearing that contrasted
different approaches to school reform, the Santa
Clara County Board of Education on Wednesday
heard heartfelt pleas for more high-achieving
charter schools serving poor children, while local superintendents cautioned against moving too
fast.
“Parents across Santa Clara County deserve
more options,” said parent Kevin Ngo, noting that
his daughter’s kindergarten year in the charter
school Rocketship Los Sueños “exceeded our expectations.”
See SCHOOLS, Page 5
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Fertility
Continued from Page 1
The effectiveness of acupuncture has a lot to do with
calming stress hormones,
said Shasta Tierra, Gallo’s
acupuncturist in San Jose.
“The stress that goes
along with trying to conceive
is huge,” said Tierra, who has
been practicing acupuncture
for 18 years and uses “both
acupuncture and Chinese
herbs to try to restore balance to the body.”
Gallo said the three-timesa-week treatments leave her
feeling relaxed and energized. Gallo married three
years ago at age 38, and said
she decided to try acupuncture after suffering multiple
miscarriages.
“The last miscarriage was
one of the worst things I’ve
ever been through. Physical, emotional, mental—it
hits you at every level,” Gallo
said. She checked with her
gynecologist, who thought
trying acupuncture was a
good idea.
It’s fairly common for
patients who are undergo-

Schools
Continued from Page 1
He and several others
spoke to support an application by Rocketship Education
to open 20 charter elementary schools by 2017 near the
worst-performing
schools
in Santa Clara County. It’s
an ambitious proposal that
could make the charter operator the fourth-largest school
district in the county. Palo
Alto-based Rocketship aims
to eliminate the achievement

Herhold
Continued from Page 1
Road and Highway 280.
And it would depart from
anything we have.
True, we do have a few
buildings with nicknames,
some bestowed by this col-
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But the evidence underlying the use of acupuncture is
inconsistent, and the scientific studies so far have only
shown benefits when it’s used
in conjunction with in vitro
fertilization treatment, or
IVF.
“We don’t know the impact of acupuncture on pregnancies unrelated to IVF,”
said Alice Domar, executive
director of the Domar Center
for Mind/Body Health at Boston IVF, and assistant profes-

sor of Obstetrics, Gynecology
and Reproductive Biology at
Harvard Medical School.
A study in 2002 showed a
16 percent increase in pregnancies when women undergoing IVF treatment also
had acupuncture, Domar
said. But since then, several
more studies of acupuncture
during IVF have had more
mixed results where “half
the research says there’s an
increase in pregnancy rates,
and half doesn’t,” she said.
A 2008 study found
about a 10 percent increase
from IVF when acupuncture
was added to the treatment,
which is similar to what
Deming Huang has seen
as a licensed acupuncturist at the Stanford Integrative Medicine Clinic. Huang
has worked with more than
1,000 patients in 11 years at
the Stanford clinic and said
he has observed about a 7
percent increase in conception when acupuncture is
used with IVF or intrauterine insemination, which involves placing sperm inside
a woman’s uterus to facilitate fertilization.
But Huang said he has
seen patients benefit from

acupuncture even without
IVF, and his oldest patient
to conceive naturally with
acupuncture was 47. He said
acupuncture was most helpful when someone was having
difficulty having children but
didn’t know what the problem was, and “the needles are
also able to reduce the risk of
miscarriage.”
Both Domar and Westphal believe acupuncture
may help fertility by reducing stress, increasing blood
flow and relaxing the uterus,
although no one has shown
how acupuncture works.
And the bottom line is “it’s
inexpensive, and there’s no
downside,” Domar said. “At
the very least, women feel
more relaxed and less anxious.”
As Gallo finished a recent
session, she said she was the
last person she expected to
be trying acupuncture.
“I’m a big skeptic, and
I’m definitely not a holistic
person,” she said. “But I love
children. If it worked, I’d go
see a witch doctor and dance
around.”

erty. “Enough is enough,” cofounder Preston Smith said.
“We are committed to eliminating the achievement gap
by 2020.”
He hopes the county could
become a national example of
education transformation.
Rocketship wants to partner with as many as 11 school
districts to serve its target
areas, ranging from Sunnyvale to Evergreen in southeast San Jose.
It is applying to the charter-friendly county board,
partly because granting
charters won’t cost it fund-

ing — unlike school districts,
which lose state dollars with
every student who attends a
charter.
Butnotallsuperintendents
welcomed the overture.
“Why 20 and why now?”
Superintendent
Vincent
Matthews of San Jose Unified School District asked. He
and other leaders suggested
Rocketship approach local
school districts first.
Teachers union leaders
also opposed the proposal.
Heather Mumy, president of
the Sunnyvale Education Association, questioned Rocket-

ship’s statistics.
Rocketship runs three K-5
charter schools in San Jose
that serve primarily students
from high-poverty, limitedEnglish backgrounds. One
school, Mateo Sheedy Elementary School, posts top
scores on state tests. Two
more Rocketship schools will
open in August in San Jose. If
the county board approves,
four Rocketship schools
would open each year from
2013 to 2017.
Rocketship’s
students
spend part of each day in a
computer lab with individu-

alized online curricula and
small-group tutors, a formula
that Rocketship says both
saves money and more effectively instructs students.
At least one trustee
responded
enthusiastically. “We cannot dillydally
around,” county board member Craig Mann said. “We’ve
been waiting a long time. You
can count on my vote.”
The board is expected to
vote on the Rocketship application Aug. 10.

just east of the arena.
But we don’t enjoy anything as instantly iconic as
the “Pregnant Oyster,” the
nickname for the Berlin Philharmonic, or “The Pickle,’’
the nickname for the Fosterdesigned Swiss Re building
in London.

So the Apple headquarters
needs a name. And it’s time
for each of us who cares about
it to step up with a suggestion.
Here’s how the contest
works: You send in as many
nominations as you like to
sherhold@mercurynews.
com. A committee will pick
the three best overall. I’ll
write a column mentioning

the nominees and lauding the
witty losers. (One correspondent has suggested iColisseum or Mothership.)
Then readers will have a
chance to go online and vote
for the finalist they prefer.
From then on, this column
will refer to the building by
nickname. Remembering
that we are a family newspa-

per. Ah-hem.
Me? I like “Ring of the
Lords,’’ which conveys Apple’s
grandiosity. But it’s long, and
readers can improve on it. My
inbox is open. Fifteen seconds
of fame beckon.

ing fertility treatments to
also use acupuncture, said
Lynn Westphal, a physician
and associate professor in
the department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the
Stanford University School
of Medicine. Stanford has an
acupuncturist on staff, and
Westphal said she has seen
acupuncture become increasingly popular in the past five
to 10 years, maybe a result of
more scientific studies supporting acupuncture treatment for various ailments.
A recent UC San Francisco study observed 428
couples for 18 months after
they visited a Bay Area reproductive clinic and found
that nearly a quarter had
used acupuncture and nearly
1 in 5 had used herbal therapy
to treat infertility.
“We found that couples
most commonly used acupuncture and other alternative treatments if they had
higher incomes, had not
achieved a pregnancy with
Western fertility treatment
and had a pre-existing belief
that these treatments would
be effective,” said James
Smith, a UCSF assistant
professor in urology who con-

ducted the study.
Johanna Danes, another
of Tierra’s patients, is a believer.
Danes had one daughter,
but after several miscarriages,
she started visiting Tierra
two years ago. Danes became
pregnant one month after she
started the treatment. She
went through another month
of treatment and successfully
carried her second daughter,
Avery, through the rest of her
pregnancy.

gap, the gulf between the
highest-and lowest- achieving students.
Speakers emotionally recounted stories of their own
education as well as that of
theirchildren.MarisolGuerra
said she graduated from East
Side Union High School District with a seventh-grade
reading level. But now, her
kindergartner at Rocketship
seems to be a better reader
than she is.
Rocketship identified underperforming schools in the
county, including 61 with a
majority of students in povumn: The “hands’’ art work
at San Jose airport’s carrental garage has earned the
name “The Sky Ticklers.’’
The 1974 reddish county
building is “The Rusty
Bucket.” And I’ve personally
decided on the “The Pillbox’’
for the ranger station that
perches over the Guadalupe
River at Santa Clara Street,
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Acupuncturist Shasta Tierra places acupuncture needles
on Tina Allen Gallo's ear at Way of Wellness in San Jose.

Rules of the game

Contact Sandeep Ravindran
at 408-271-5064.

Contact Sharon Noguchi at
408-271-3775.

Contact Scott Herhold at
sherhold@mercurynews.com
or 408-275-0917.
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wireless hearing aid
The strongest connections are the ones you can’t see

Virtually invisible
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Every few years, technology takes a significant leap
forward. ReSound Alera gives you the most advanced
features ever offered by ReSound. New Surround
Sound technology improves hearing in even the
most difficult listening environments. Sound is crisper,
cleaner and works more like natural hearing to provide
a truly advanced listening experience. It’s hard to
improve on something this powerful, but now with
2.4GHz wireless capabilities, ReSound Alera also
connects you to your TV, stereo and phone so you can
hear audio directly in your ear without bothering those
around you. It makes traditional hearing aids a thing of
the past.
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